
KNWC-AM 1270 & KNWC-FM 96.5 

QUARTERLY ISSUES / PROGRAMS LIST AND REPORT 

SIOUX FALLS, SD 

  

  

January February March 2019  

  

   

   

1. 2018 Elections – SD Congressional and Governor 

2. Families in Need – Christmas Gifts and Supplies 

3. Growing Drug Epidemic – Sioux Falls Drug Problem 

4. Growing Sioux Falls -  Business and Economic growth 

5. Faith in Government – Faith in Congress 

6. Mental Illness Awareness- Helping teens in Sioux Falls 

7. Sanctity of Human Life – SD Right to Life 

 

  

 

The above issues, determined at the beginning of the quarter to be issues in need of coverage, were aired during this quarter in the following Program Segment 

formats:   If the relevancy of other issues becomes evident as the quarter progresses, those issues would be added.  

  

Afternoons with Bill Arnold:  (AWB) Local.  Two-hour program with host Bill Arnold aired on AM M-F 3p – 5p;  

Connecting Faith:  (CF) Local.  One hour program with host Carmen LaBerge aired on AM M-F 12p – 1p (1/1 through 2/3)  

Faith Radio Morning Show (FRMS) Local. Host Dr. Peter Kapsner. Various guest hosts a two-hour program with local news and relevant community 

information AM M-F 6a-8a; (1/1 through 2/3) 

Life Connection: (LifeCon) Local. Public Affairs. The 6-minute version airs on FM Saturdays at 7:00AM.  The Full interview (20 minutes) airs on AM 

Saturdays at 7:00AM 

Mornings with Carmen Leberge (MCL) Local. Host Carmen LaBerge. Various guest hosts a two-hour program with local news and relevant community 

information AM M-F 6a-8a; (2/4 through 3/31) 

Middays with Susie (MDS) Local.  One hour program with host Susie Larson aired on AM M-F 12p – 1p (2/4 through 3/31) 

 

  

 



 

 

 

Following is a description of program treatment of the above-listed issues.  This was the most significant programming treatment of the issues during the quarter. The listing is by no means exhaustive.   

ISSUES PRO-

GRAM 

DATE TIME LENGTH AM 

/FM 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

BUSINESS MCL 14-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Bill English – Bible & Business SBC sexual abuse , what lay leaders in churches need to do, 

policies, practices, accountability, How does leadership structure play into handing this issue 

(episcopal v. Presbyterian v. congregation forms of church governance) 

BUSINESS  MCL 06-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Bill English talked about Undeniable Truths of Business Ownership 

CULTURE AWB 08-Mar 3:00 p 2 hours  AM Dr. Alex McFarland – Religion and Culture Expert “Millennials Say Evangelism is Wrong and 

They’re Dropping Christian Practices”A new Barna report called “Reviving Evangelism” looks 

at the faith-sharing experiences and expectations of both Christians and non-Christians.  A 

concerning discovery is that evangelizing, or sharing the Good News of Jesus Christ, is 

considered “wrong” by about half of millennials.  

 

CULTURE/RELGION CF 31-Jan 12:00 p 55 min. AM Christians in our current culture Dan Darling  - Many Christians feel particularly paralyzed to 

know how to engage those in the culture who are expressly advocating ideas and agendas 

contrary to the Biblical redemptive narrative. Talked about how we can be equipped for 

winsome wholistic advocacy in the midst of genuinely hostile cultural trends. 

ECONOMICS AWB 06-Mar   3:00 p 2 hours AM  Anne Bradley—Economist, Institute for Faith, Work & Econ Let’s start by clearly defining 

capitalism and socialism What is and isn’t socialism…or capitalism What capitalism does well; 

the benefits we receive from free markets that we might not realize Responding to critiques- 

Inequality, are workers not being fairly treated? The “greedy CEO” example, etc. Let’s consider 

all this from a worldview perspective: how did God design us to work and flourish? 

 

https://erlc.com/about/staff


EDUCATION  CF 22-Jan 12:00 p 55 min. AM College Board Opportunity Scholarship & News -David Coleman Do you have a high school 

senior who is looking at colleges and you’re wondering how you’re going to pay for the 

Christian higher education they need?  Talked with David Coleman about the College Board 

Opportunity Scholarship now available to students going to Christian colleges.  

EMERGENCY ISSUES 

Sioux Falls Spring 

Flooding 

LifeCo

n 

23-Mar 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/

FM 

Clips from a news conference with South Dakota Senator Mike Rounds and other Sioux Falls 

officials on the status of possible spring flooding as well as preparations. 

FAMILIES  CF 10-Jan 12:00 p 55 min. AM  Calming Angry Kids Calming Angry Kids: Help and Hope for Parents in the Whirlwind Are 

you struggling as a parent. Are you frustrated or hurt by a child who is angry and out of control? 

Talked with Tricia Goyer about the experience of learning to love, lead, and parent angry kids. 

Parents who have felt helpless in the path of their children’s whirlwind of anger will learn and 

grow through Tricia’s experiences in developing in a home of peace, gentleness, and healthy 

communication.  

FAMILIES  

 

 

FRMS 16-Jan 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Dr. Rosemary Stein talked about caring for our kids even when they dislike us, and giving them 

truth about important topics. 

 

FAMILY/ MARRIAGE AWB 10-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours  AM Todd Mulliken – Counselor, Author - Todd has seen the need for couples to work on two main 

things: What we are for vs. what we are against when discussing difficult matters and Letting 

each other in rather than taking things out on each other as a way of growing together vs. 

growing apart . 

GOVERNMENT - 2019 

Congress 

LifeCo

n 

19-Jan 

  

7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with South Dakota Senator John Thune.  They discussed the current budget 

crisis that had forced the federal government shutdown.  Also talked about Thune’s legislative 

agenda for 2019. 

GOVERNMENT 2019 

Congress 

LifeCo

n 

2-Feb 7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with South Dakota Senator Mike Rounds about the current budget crisis.  Also 

talked about the dedication of the USS South Dakota and how the new Navy ship would help the 

US Armed Forces. 

GOVERNMENT -2019 

SD Legislative Session 

Special 

Intervie

w 

8-Jan 

through 

12-Mar 

5pm 4 min AM Jeff Rupp talked with Dale Bartscher, Executive Director of South Dakota Right to Life each 

week during the legislative session.  They talked about life issues and other family issues that the 

legislative was debating during the session. 

https://www.amazon.com/Calming-Angry-Kids-Parents-Whirlwind-ebook/dp/B07BYYN4DN


HEALTH LIFESTYLE AWB 31-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours  AM Jody Goldie – Therapist, Trauma – Jody approaches the therapeutic relationship with warmth 

and the belief that all people have the ability to heal. She works with clients who have 

experienced complex trauma, post-traumatic stress 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE AWB 25-Feb  3:00 p 2 hours  AM Dr. Marcus Bachmann – President of Counseling Care -- How ones childhood affects one’s adult 

life. How to recognize and change the impairment features from a Christian point of view. 

Discussed need for counseling and when one should utilize other resources 

 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE AWB 22-Feb  3:00 p 2 hours  AM Dr. David Hawkins—Psychologist/author -- The connection between the mind and the body, and 

how relationships physically affect us. Feelings of exhaustion and being “emotionally 

hungover”. The negative effects (as well as the benefits of) anger How to take responsibility for 

your health How to heal from the damages that have been done to you No matter what kind of 

pain a person is experiencing, or how long your health has been in decline, they do not have to 

stay stuck. Discover the hope and healing that comes with taking control of life.  

 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE AWB 18- Feb   3:00 p 2 hours  AM Dr. Melissa Mork—Northwestern, “Laughter and Grief” -Professor and former chair of the 

department of Psychology, Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement. Grief counselor. Certified 

Humor Professional. She is a “Certified Humor Professional.” What is this? Why study grief? 

How do Grief and humor fit together? As a Christian and a psychologist, how do you fit them 

together? Some think Christians should not need Psychology.  

HEALTH LIFESTYLE AWB 11-Feb  3:00 p 2 hours AM Dr. Jamie Aten– Author/Disaster Psychologist -- disaster psychologist and founder and 

executive director of the Humanitarian Disaster Institute (HDI) at Wheaton College, underwent 

his own personal disaster when at the age of 35 he was diagnosed with stage IV colon cancer. 

Addressed his research and personal experience aiding in the after math of hurricanes, wildfires, 

earthquakes, floods and mass shootings both in the United States and across the world. The cycle 

of disaster: There are many similarities between personal disasters and widespread disasters, 

especially in the recover process. Jamie can use personal stories and anecdotes to help others 

find a path forward How to talk to your kids about cancer. How to be a helpful “Helper” to a 

friend/or community in the midst of a disaster. The role of faith in disaster recovery .Lamenting 

vs. complaining and the role it plays in recovery 

 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE MCL 26-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Rosemary Stein – Chr. Medical & Dental Assoc. Updates on the measles outbreak: Screen time 

in Kids under 2: Allergies: Depression’s missing link: Kids and body Image 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE   MCL 14-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Diane Langberg – Trauma Therapist - “How can I help those who were victims of abuse?” 

 



HEALTH LIFESTYLE   MCL 19-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Dennis Sullivan – CDMA / Cedarville U The new drug esketamine, a close analog of ketamine, 

may be the biggest breakthrough for severe depression in the past 30 years, but there are some 

important caveats, namely that it is only for severe cases, and there may be some safety concerns 

and potential for abuse. The important backdrop, of course, is how Christians think about 

depression and mental health generally, and I'll be happy to discuss that larger context.     

HEALTH LIFESTYLE   MCL 18-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Dr. Linda Mintle –Narcissism. Treatment is possible, but change is slow. It is like moving a 

glacier! But slow and steady change can happen once a person recognizes that his or her 

behavior is causing relationship problems.  

HEALTH LIFESTYLE   MCL 04-Mar 6:00 a 2 hours AM Dr. Linda Mintle  National Eating Disorders awareness week and we need to keep people 

focused on this as they have the highest morbidity and mortality of any psychiatric condition. 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE   MCL 04-Mar 6:00 a 2 hours AM David Stevens - Christian Medical & Dental Association - Ebola outbreak Loneliness Weekend 

catch-up sleep linked to weight gain, study says CMDA’s new public policy statements on 

medical marijuana and recreational marijuana.  

HEALTH LIFESTYLE   MCL 12-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Rosemary Stein – Christian Medical & Dental Assoc. Update on Measles outbreak/vaccination 

issue: Medical Marijuana for treating autism in youth: Speaking of sleep problems: Speaking of 

too much screen time  

HEALTH LIFESTYLE  MCL 05-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Dennis Sullivan – Christian Medical & Dental Assoc. Washington state is averaging more than 

one new measles case a day as officials try to help stop the disease's spread.Since January 1, 

Clark County Public Health has confirmed 47 cases of measles. In King County, home of 

Seattle, at least one confirmed case was reported.  A vast majority of those who came down with 

measles -- 41 -- were not vaccinated against the disease, Clark County officials said. One patient 

did receive a vaccination against MMR (measles, mumps and rubella), but the health agency 

declined to provide more details on that case "to protect the patient's privacy."  

HEALTH LIFESTYLE AWB 22-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours AM Dr. Marcus Bachmann – President of Counseling Care How ones childhood affects one’s adult 

life - How to recognize and change the impairment features from a Christian point of view 

Discussed need for counseling and when one should utilize other resources 

 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE AWB 02-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours  AM Dr. Linda Mintle   - Making healthier choices in 2019 -As we dive into this new year, let’s 

review some of the top New Year’s resolutions for 2019.  (Diets, lose weight, exercise, getting 

more sleep, learn a new skill or hobby, getting our finances in order, reading more, etc.) We 

often set resolutions for ourselves and then lose sight of them a month or two in… why is that? 

Are we too hard on ourselves? What are some practical ways we can stay on track and not lose 

our focus or motivation? How does a maintaining a healthier lifestyle improve our relationships?  

2  

https://www.clark.wa.gov/public-health/measles-investigation
https://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/IllnessandDisease/Measles/MeaslesOutbreak


HEALTH LIFESTYLE AWB 03-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours  AM 3 Dr. Clarence Shuler – President/CEO of Building Lasting Relationships – discussed 11 Wise 

Decisions that Brave Young Men Make (January 2019) 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE MDS 13-Feb 12:00 p 55 min. AM Dr. Timothy Jennings - The God-Shaped Brain: How Changing Your View of God Transforms 

Your Life - Our brains and our bodies are deeply connected and in The God-Shaped Brain 

author Dr. Tim Jennings outlines how our physical, mental, and spiritual health are all impacted 

by our beliefs and understandings about God. Learned how rewiring your brain can bring 

freedom and healing in your life. 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE MDS 20-Feb 12:00 p 55 min. AM Marc Alan Schelske -Wisdom of Your Heart. Sometimes it feels like we are at the mercy of our 

emotions, totally out of control. Talked to author of the book The Wisdom of Your Heart: 

Discovering the God-Given Purpose and Power of Your Emotions. shared surprising insights 

from brain science that show the God-given purpose of emotions and help us to steward our 

emotions well. 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE/ 

YOUTH  
MCL 12-Mar 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Dr. David Stevens - Christian Medical & Dental Association Gender reassignment/confirmation 

surgery for teens? Mail order abortion meds? Efforts to save the sperm of the deceased… 

HEALTH LIFESTYLE/ 

YOUTH  
MCL 12-Mar 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Rosemary Stein – CMDA  Talked about an article in WSJ regarding overmedicating our 

children.  The use of drugs as a quick fix does not help kids become resilient to stress or 

emotionally mature. 

HEALTH LIFESTYLES  

 

FRMS 08-Jan 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Dr. David Stevens - Christian Medical & Dental Association discussed Price fixing of generic 

drugs. Big Pharma raising prices of more than 1000 drugs 

HEALTH LIFESTYLES  

 

FRMS 09-Jan 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Dr. David Stevens discussed helpful and not-so-helpful diets for the new year. Is the food 

pyramid useful?     

HEALTH LIFESYLE  MCL 11-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Lisa Morrone - Physical Therapist  Many people have a family history of cardiovascular 

disease—high blood pressure, heart attacks, strokes, and the like. Will a person always KNOW 

when/if they are developing heart disease?Given the often elusive nature of developing 

cardiovascular disease, how can we effectively look after our own heart’s health? Here is where 

we can discuss the lesser know sequences of action we can take to look after our disease-prone 

hearts:1—Specific tests performed and analyzed by a cardiologist2—Dental implications of 

brewing heart disease 

https://www.ivpress.com/timothy-r-jennings
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00CQ80B8A/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00CQ80B8A/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
http://www.marcalanschelske.com/the-wisdom-of-your-heart/


HEALTH LIFESYLE LifeCo

n 

9-Feb 7am 20min/ 6 

min  

AM/

FM 

Ryan Nissley talked with Dr. Ajay Seth is the outstanding orthopedic surgeon from Ohio who 

completed the first surgery in the United States that resulted in a patient with an amputated limb 

being able to control her prosthetic with her thoughts and also feel with the prosthetic as though 

it were her real arm. Dr. Ajay takes us through the vital role that faith and teamwork played in 

the historic achievement 

POLITICAL  CF 28-Jan 12:00 p 55 min. AM Consequences of the Partial Government Shutdown. Ideas have consequences and so do 

stalemates like the one we’re currently enduring as much of the U.S. federal government 

continues into a second month of a shutdown. Talked through a variety of unintended 

consequences of the government shutdown: how it’s affecting churches and non-profits as they 

seek to meet the needs of neighbors struggling without paychecks. 

POLITICS/RELIGION CF 16-Jan 12:00 p 55 min. AM When was the last time you heard the words grace and politics in the same sentence. Talked to 

Justin Giboney about the need to restore a distinctively Christian witness to our current political 

conversations. Grace, mercy, forgiveness and dignity are not just due our political allies, they are 

due all people, however offensive we might find their political positions.     

POVERTY Homeless 

Teens in Sioux Falls 

LifeCo

n 

9-Mar 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/

FM 

Brad Peterson and Lauren Banik interviewed Tracey Jensen, social worker with the Sioux Falls 

School District.  They talked about the 1000 teens in the school district that are classified as 

homeless and how the social workers meet some of the basic needs of these students. 

PROLIFE AWB 18-Jan 3:00 p 2 hours AM Claire Culwell – Abortion survivor, pro-life advocate, national speaker What the pro’s and con’s 

of: 1. Adoption   2. Abortion   3. Parenting Why does every human life, including unborn babies, 

matter to God?  When Jesus said to care for the orphans, does that include the unborn? What 

advice/hope would you give someone who is faced with an unplanned or unwanted pregnancy? 

For someone who has already had an abortion and are seeking forgiveness?  What is the role of 

the father during an unplanned/unwanted pregnancy? Does he have a say? 

RECREATION  MCL 22-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Adam Holz – Plugged In Discussed new release movies How to Train Your Dragon 3:    

Fighting with the Family:   Run the Race:   

 RECREATION  

 

 

FRMS 04-Jan 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Adam Holz - Plugged In Reviews – talks about the whole Bird Box craze, Reflections on Mary 

Poppins Returns and Faith-Based Movies in 2019 



RELGION  AWB 03-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours  AM 4 Kenneth Samples – Philosopher, Theologian – talked about the difference between mystery and 

contradiction in Theology 

RELIGION/CULTURE  AWB 22-Feb  3:00 p 2 hours  AM Dr. Alex McFarland – Religion and Culture Expert Our Abandonment of Moral Law Is the Loss 

No One Is Talking About” - Tell us why you believe that the American culture has abandoned 

the natural law/moral law? As human beings, are we born knowing right from wrong? 

RELIGION/CULTURE  AWB 11-Mar   3:00 p 2 hours AM Lance Hahn—Pastor/Author BOOK: The Master’s Mind  http://www.lancehahn.com/the-

masters-mind/ In a time of such high anxiety (and depression), God’s people aren’t exempt…but 

can we be different in our reactions to our thoughts? Why pastors and church leaders struggle 

with depression (some tragically take their own lives)…How God designed our minds to work 

well…and how we can trust Him with our thoughts. What does it mean to “reshape our 

thoughts?” (book subtitle)  Scripture to retrain our brains? How can we help brothers and sisters 

who’re struggling in anxiety/depression?  The power of fellowship.    

 

RELIGION/CULTURE  AWB 11-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours AM Talked to Dr. Alex McFarland – Religion and Culture Expert - What role should social media 

and technology play in the Christian’s Life? What role has social media played in the lives of 

young people specifically? Why might it be important to “keep it to themselves”/be a little more 

private? Why should we be more careful and aware of the things we are putting out there for all 

to see? Why is it important, especially as Christians, to be careful with technology and social 

media? 

RELIGION/POLITICS MCL 21-Mar 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Matthew Hawkins – former public policy dir. – ERLC - Religious Freedom:  

Alabama abortion Law: Support for Trump still strong among ‘evangelicals”, but… 

SANCTITY  OF LIFE MCL 19-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Dennis Sullivan – CDMA / Cedarville U This week, the Ohio Senate introduced Senate Bill 23, 

the Human Heartbeat Protection Act. Also known as the "Heartbeat Bill," it would ban all 

abortions in Ohio after a heartbeat is detected, as early as 6-10 weeks into pregnancy. If passed, 

it would be one of the most restrictive bans on abortion on the U.S., and a direct challenge to the 

1973 Roe v. Wade Supreme Court decision. 

SANCTITY  OF LIFE MCL 05-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM A new law expanding abortion rights in New York has simultaneously been hailed by abortion 

rights advocates and condemned by anti-abortion activists as among the “most aggressive” in the 

country, fueling an ongoing debate about later abortions. A similar bill proposed in Virginia, 

which would have reduced restrictions to allow for later abortions if a woman’s health is 

threatened, renewed that controversy Thursday. Conservatives lashed out at Democratic Virginia 

Gov. Ralph Northam for defending the bill, claiming he supports the killing of infants after 

delivery. Northam, a pediatric neurologist, called that insinuation “shameful and disgusting.” 

SANCTITY  OF LIFE MCL 15-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Kim Ketola – Cradle My Heart PP kept aborted babies alive for harvesting parts??: These are 

emblematic of the wider struggle--can mention what other states are doing in the context: 

Dems block Infanticide Bill 

SANCTITY OF 

LIFE/ABORTION 
AWB 06-Feb  3:00 p 2 hours  AM Dr. Omar Hamada –Christian Medical & Dental Assoc. His thoughts on recent legal push to 

expand abortion to all 9 months of pregnancy.“There’s absolutely no reason to kill a baby in the 

third trimester.” .Recent tweet: “We are not wanting to limit women’s rights in any way. We 

want to advance the sanctity of human life. Intentionally sacrificing the lives of the weakest 

http://www.lancehahn.com/the-masters-mind/
http://www.lancehahn.com/the-masters-mind/
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-cuomo-signs-legislation-protecting-womens-reproductive-rights
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-cuomo-signs-legislation-protecting-womens-reproductive-rights
https://twitter.com/nrlc/status/1088515565185044480
http://time.com/5518241/abortion-debate-virginia-governor-ralph-northam/


among us for any reason is morally bankrupt. #ImagoDei”. Why are we seeing these radical 

policies suddenly being promoted? Why we must protect life before birth (what points does he 

think are most convincing for those who disagree?)  

 
SANCTITY OF 

LIFE/ABORTION 
AWB 29-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours  AM Abby Johnson—National Pro-life advocate She is the founder of And Then There Were None, a 

ministry designed to assist abortion clinic workers who wish to leave the industry. To date, this 

ministry has helped over 400 workers leave the abortion industry, and the number continues to 

rise. How we (the body of Christ) can help be the solution to abortion (and show our love for 

life) 

SANTATIY OF LIFE MCL 21-Mar 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Kim Ketola - Cradle My Heart Abortionists blocking release of data showing the risks of 

abortion:, 6th Circuit rules against Planned Parenthood, Indiana expanding conscientious 

objection, Kentucky Fetal Heartbeat law overturned 

SANTATIY OF LIFE MCL 05-Feb 6:00 a 2 hours AM Ramona Davis – Woman to Women Pregn. Cntr What is a Pregnancy Center and how does it 

differ from the advice and counsel a woman would receive at a Planned Parenthood clinic?  

What are the misconceptions in the culture about pregnancy centers and what is the truth about 

who you serve and how you treat women who are facing an unplanned pregnancy?  

I'm familiar the baby-bottle boomerang effort to raise money for local pregnancy centers in my 

community. How are pregnancy centers funded and what can listeners do to support the 

pregnancy center in their area? When we think about the network of support new moms need, 

can you give us some ideas for being pro-life for the whole life of the new family created when a 

baby is born? What can Christians do to invite young women and their babies into the life and 

fellowship of God's family?  

SANTATIY OF LIFE 

Unplanned Pregnancies 

LifeCo

n 

5-Jan  7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/ 

FM 

Brad Peterson and Lauren Banik talked with Erica Miller, with the Sioux Falls Alpha Center, a 

crisis pregnancy center.  They talked about the needs of their clients and how listeners can help 

stock the baby boutique through the Sioux Empire’s largest baby shower. 

YOUTH  AWB 24-Jan  3:00 p 2 hours AM Bill and Pamela Ronzheimer told Pamela’s story of childhood sexual abuse and the healing 

process. There is hope for everyone. https://www.marriagereconstructionministries.org 

YOUTH  CF 29-Jan 12:00 p 55 min. AM Hillary Morgan Ferrer and Krista Bontrager What messages is the culture sending to our kids? 

How are we, as Christians, competing with the narratives, stories and ideas the culture 

communicates through a myriad of reinforcing messaging? Talked with two women apologists, 

Krista Bontrager and Hillary Morgan Ferrer about Mama Bear Apologetics: Empowering your 

kids to challenge cultural lies. 

YOUTH 

 

FRMS 08-Jan 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Brandon Showalter talked about puberty-blocking drugs being given to gender-confused 

children and the ways we must, as Christians, respond.  

https://twitter.com/hashtag/ImagoDei?src=hash
https://mamabearapologetics.com/author/hillarymorganferrer/
https://www.theologymom.com/


 

YOUTH Teens in Trouble LifeCo

n 

26-Jan 7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Ryan Nissley talked with Preston Sprinkle is an author & a speaker who has become a leading 

voice in the Christian community on issues of sexuality and gender. He takes us through some of 

the key debates in the faith community today & offers a helpful framework to think through 

these vital issues. 

YOUTH Teens in Trouble LifeCo

n 

16-Feb 7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Josh Brewer, President of Lifelight.  We talked about the move of their 

building to the Pettigrew Heights neighborhood.  Also talked about their plans for a youth center 

to help the teens in trouble near downtown Sioux Falls. 

YOUTH Teens in Trouble LifeCo

n 

2-Mar 7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Clayton Aarp, Vice-President of Living Free Ministries.  They are a 

Christian ministry helping those who are recovering from drug and alcohol addictions. 

 

 

 

 

KNWC AM provides SRN World & National News :3 min at top of every hour 

  

KNWC-FM 96.5 provides:     

Weather 1 times per hour 24/7 7 days a week 

Local news 2 times an hour between 6:00 am and 9:00 am and as warranted the rest of the day 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

The news managers consider the following issues as priorities (ascertainment sources listed) for issue-related programming for the following quarter.   

 

 

#1 -     2019 Congress – SD Congressional and Senators     

#2 -     Unplanned Pregnancies – Sioux Falls Crisis Pregnancy Center 

#3 -     Human Trafficking Awareness – Call to Freedom in Sioux Falls   

#4 -     South Dakota New Governor –  

 

#5 -     2019 SD Legislative Session – 

 

  



 

If the relevancy of other issues becomes evident as the quarter progresses, those issues would be added. 

 
CHARITIES  local charitable organizations helping people in the community with various issues  

DISABLITIES how to cope; how to help; care giving, special needs children; life-altering injuries, etc.  

ECONOMICS handling of ; misuse of; getting out of debt; etc. 

EDUCATION Bringing aware to the issues of education in the community, etc.  

EMERGENCY ISSUES relief for victims of natural disasters; local disaster relief, etc. 

ENVIRONMENT how to save energy, use fewer resources 

FAMILY & CHILDREN ISSUES help for disadvantaged families and children 

HEALTH LIFESTYLES eating behaviors/disorders, obesity, addictions; prevention of disease; etc. 

IMMIGRATION helping immigrants; illegal immigrant issues; etc. 

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY case stories, how to prevent; teaching teens; etc. 

LOCAL ISSUES coal power plant; casino, etc. 

MARRIAGE/DIVORCE building healthy marriages, preventing divorce/affairs/ how to handle/ impact on; etc. 

MONEY handling of ; misuse of; getting out of debt; etc. 

POVERTY where to find help, how to help those in need 

PUBLIC HEALTH SAFETY  bringing awareness to the of issues that affect the health and safety of the community 

RACE racial retaliation; hate crimes; discrimination; etc. 

RECREATION bringing awareness to the public of recreation events happening in the community 

RELIGION Information regarding religious and spiritual issues, etc.  

SANCTITY OF LIFE/ABORTION  dangers of:  personal stories, how to prevent; etc. 

SENIOR CITIZENS information regarding the aging; retirement, health etc. 

SEXUAL ISSUES sexual crimes; homosexuality; teaching children about sex; etc. 

UNEMPLOYMENT/EMPLOYMENT Coping, finding assistance, help re-entering work force 

WOMEN’S ISSUES discrimination; workplace issues; etc. 

 

A list of programs that have provided the station’s most significant treatment of community issues.  The list shall include a brief narrative describing what issues 

were given significant treatment and the programming that provided this treatment.   

 


